Unwired Installation Details
Installation Materials:
• A standard installation will use a Ubiquiti Powerbeam (Diagrams 1 and 2).
• Longer range installs or installs with lower throughput could require the use of a Ubiquiti
RocketDish with integrated Rocket Radio. (Diagrams 3, 4 and 5).
• J Arm or Pipe to Pipe Clamps
• Shielded, outdoor-rated, Cat5 Ethernet Cable
Installations Instructions:
1. The installer will leverage an existing vent pipe on the roof, if available, for mounting the radio.
2. If no pipe is available, the installer will leverage another secure object to mount the reflector
(brick chimney, roof eve, etc.), or will drill into the fascia board.
**Special non-penetrating roof sleds can be used if desired. Sleds are placed on a rubber mat and
weighted down by six cinder blocks, thus requiring a flat roof for use. See Diagram 5 for picture.

3. Once the equipment is secure, the installer will run a shielded cat5 cable into the building
leveraging a pre-existing hole or vent. If such a pre-existing hole does not exist, the installer
will need to drill a new hole for the cables, which will then be sealed to avoid any potential
water leaks.
4. The Cat5 cable will enter customer’s premise and connect to a Ubiquiti power injector
which will be plugged into a standard AC wall outlet or surge-protected power strip
(desired).

Diagram 1
Ubiquiti Powerbeams are 16.5” in
diameter and weigh 3.8 pounds

Diagram 2
Standard Ubiquiti installation on a vent pipe

Diagram 3
Non-penetrating Roof Sleds are
approximately 35 1/4” square inches

Diagram 4
Ubiquiti RocketDish and Radio Combination 25.5” in diameter, 22.7 pounds

Diagram 5
Standard installation of RocketDish on sled weighted down by cinder blocks

More Information:
If you would like any more information on the Ubiquiti products we use, you can view the
individual datasheets at the following links.
PowerBeam PBE-M5-400
http://dl.ubnt.com/datasheets/powerbeam/PowerBeam_DS.pdf
RocketDish and Integrated Radio

http://dl.ubnt.com/datasheets/rocketdish/rd_ds_web.pdf
http://dl.ubnt.com/datasheets/rocketmgps/Rocket_M_GPS_Datasheet.pdf
Product Speciﬁcations:
PowerBeam
Dimensions
Weight

RocketDish
Dimensions
Weight

16.5 inches diameter
3.8 pounds

25.5 inches diameter
16.3 pounds (w/o Radio)
22.7 pounds (w/ Radio)

